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1 Shared Value 
Abstract 
This project investigates the kind of value being presented when two seemingly different 
organisations - Red Bull and The Royal Theatre (Det Kongelige Teater) comes together to 
collaborate and present the Red Bull Cliff Diving 2015 series in Copenhagen in June 2015. The 
project draws on theories on Axiology, Experience Economy, Branding and Content Marketing, 
Culture Theory and Public Private Partnerships, all in relation to Theodor Adorno and Max 
Horkheimers’ theory of “Cultural Industry: Enlightenment as Mass Deception”, which is used as a 
critical point of departure for understanding in which way value is used as a contributing factor 
when the relationship between the collaborators are in focus. In conclusion, values are not shared 
through events like this, but rather overlap as the values themselves are based on that of intrinsic 
and extrinsic properties.  
Mette Bom Jensen, Michalis Dilintas Nielsen, Hack Kampmann Kirkegaard og Rasmus Larsen 
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4 Shared Value 
Introduction 
Introduction to Problem Field  
The contemporary experience economy constantly spawns newer innovative forms of event 
production, and often in correlation with somewhat dichotomous actors as the co-creators of the 
event. Dichotomous, in this case private and public, must be understood in the sense that private 
companies are inevitably and exponentially cooperating with public actors in almost every aspect of 
our domestic existence. From the clearly multi-stakeholder driven events such as the World Cup to 
the smaller initiatives found around the cityscape, the events of today produce and fuel a discussion 
of a wide variety of socio-cultural and political significances. On a political note, initiatives such as 
the urban experience and creation of, for example, the digital infrastructure of a Smart city is 
indicative of a cooperation (and arguably a compromise) of private and public stakeholders with 
different motives, and more importantly, values. Although this project does not deal with the 
concept of the smart city, though its growing existence is the incontrovertible proof that our 
everyday existence is dictated by a dynamic cooperation between private companies that own and 
control the infrastructure, and the public governance are indeed dependant upon this technology. On 
the cultural scene, and thereby the performance world, public-private initiatives and partnerships are 
commonplace, but what sort of consequences does the amalgamation of private and public interests 
have for the cultural and performance world, and how does this relationship manifest itself in the 
prevalence of value in their productions?  
 
The merging of two different kinds of organizations together in one setting can make you wonder 
why and what these two companies have in common and what they gain from each other in a 
cooperation. They do not necessarily have to have something specific in common - maybe it is just 
the wish to create something fun for those involved. Some partnerships draw attention to a specific 
cause and thereby create a certain discourse or debate in the media, or it could simply be for the 
sake of leisure.  
 
When browsing the web for things to do, people are bombarded with offers for a great night out - 
everything has to be something special and in order to stand out, creators of events must find out, 
how their event or happening can stand out against all others. This can be done by creating 
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collaborative relationships between two organizers that perceivably are not similar. It can also mean 
that bringing events to places where they do not necessarily belong and thereby creating attention to 
the company and their product, thereby implementing a certain strategy.    
 
When creating values, the value itself must be defined as what is essential for the company. Why is 
a company creating a certain image of themselves and how does this image help to sell products and 
what is it that the company actually stands for. Values can be more than what we, the society, has 
decided is valuable. Money is just a piece of paper, but there is a common agreement that has 
established that in exchange of money, you can get other valuable things. Things then inherit a 
value in terms of the prices the person (or company) is putting on it or are willing to pay for. But 
what about the other values? The ones that are more abstract and not easy accessible, the ones that 
are hidden in the sea of options an average person has on a day to day basis.  
 
A person can have values that they live by, a company can have values that the company bases their 
ideology on. But when do different subjects, this can be people and/or companies, come together to 
create something, what is then created can be values that takes root in something that maybe did not 
exist before.  
The discourse of what is valuable is subjective to all people and companies and it can be difficult to 
determine what is valuable and how it is valuable.  
 
This paper will look closely to what happens when two seemingly different actors come together to 
create something of value for the spectator. Red Bull Cliff Diving 2015 in Copenhagen brought 
together Red Bull, an international energy-drink company and The Royal Theatre of Denmark. Why 
these two? Why cliff diving in a city with no cliffs in sight? What is it, that made the event as big as 
it has become? How can value be measured when it comes to a collaboration between one company 
that has it foundations in high-culture cultivation and the other which, to some, is rooted in low-
culture? What kind of value is even present at an event like Red Bull Cliff Diving 2015? With 
35.000 spectators in the harbour of Copenhagen looking at half-naked men diving from 27 meters 
from to rooftop of the Opera building, how did this actually create a value for the spectators and for 
the companies?  
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With a general idea of which direction this project is heading, the following section will specify our 
problem definition and thereafter explain the implemented methodology. 
 
 
 
Problem Formulation 
Through a hermeneutic approach, how can values be identified within a co-collaborated event such 
as the Red Bull Cliff Diving 2015 series in Copenhagen?  
 
 
Delimitations 
In this project the main focus will be on the collaboration between Red Bull and The Royal Theatre 
that fostered the Red Bull Cliff Diving 2015 in Copenhagen event. This means that the focus will 
not include any of the supporting partners for the event or how the municipality of Copenhagen and 
whatever agenda they could have regarding tourism and urban cityscaping could have been a reason 
for allowing Red Bull to use the roof of the Opera House.  
 
In terms of analysing empirical data, there will be used two videos, each which showcase how the 
event took place. It is in this context important to clarify that the project will not analyse the videos 
with a technical approach to film analysis, but more so the videos will be used as if they were any 
other kind of text. In this analysis, the hermeneutical understanding of interpretation is essential.     
 
Furthermore, is it not essential for the definition of value used in this project to be associated to that 
of money. The definition of value used in this project will be explained in Clarifications.  
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Motivation 
When imagining how a cliff diving competition should be presented and where this form of event 
usually takes place, the place that comes to mind, is a place actually involving cliffs. This was not 
the case, when the Red Bull Cliff Diving 2015 Series came to Copenhagen in June 2015. Instead of 
having the divers jumping from cliffs, the location was the roof of the architecturally prestigious 
Opera House in Copenhagen. A ramp was built in extension from the rooftop and the divers then 
launched themselves a pummelling 27 meters down into the channel of Københavns Havn.  
Why this location? Logistically, Red Bull would have been able to build a crane where the divers 
could dive from, but would that setting have had the same effect on the overall aesthetics of the 
event?  
By using a high-culture institution such as The Royal Theatre as a collaborator and using the setting 
of the Opera House, questions about why Red Bull and The Royal Theatre collaborate arise. What 
can they gain from this? At first glance, it is two very different companies and one might think that 
these companies have nothing to gain from one another. When it comes to values of how to do 
business, the two companies have a very different marketing plan. This difference is exactly why 
the collaboration is surprising. It seems obvious that the setting itself could be the sole reason for 
hosting an event like this in this particular place - the architectural structure of the surrounding 
buildings creates an atmosphere in which the two contrasting elements - the divers jumping from a 
roof in front of the Marble Church and Amalienborg - comes together. It becomes clear that there 
must be something more than just logistics as to why The Royal Theatre and Red Bull chooses to 
collaborate.  
Do these two companies have values in common or is it strictly business that brings an energy-drink 
company together with a theatre that specialises in high culture performances? The main reason for 
even investigating this, has been a common interest in how companies use value as, both a selling 
point for their product, but also values as a driving force for expanding the company and its 
resources.  
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Clarifications 
The following part is used to clarify some of the specific concepts used in order to verify the 
understanding and in witch context they are used in this project so interpretation is coherent. 
 
Values: Values is a hugely complex concept with a large ambiguous cargo. This projects 
understanding of the concept is based on theoretical observations derived primarily in the field of 
culture theory and axiology. 
 
Red Bull: International soft drink company which sells energy-drinks as their main product.  
 
Opera House: The Opera House is the Royal Opera House located in Copenhagen. It was a gift 
from the late A.P Møller Mærsk and wife’s fund to the Copenhagen municipality.  
 
The Royal Theatre: The Royal Theatre, Det Kongelige Teater, in Copenhagen. The Opera House 
is a stage belonging to The Royal Theater.  
 
Cliff Diving: An annual competition presented by Red Bull where 14 divers compete in diving 
from 27 meters on average. Points are based on athletic jumping skills. The competition has been 
taking place all over the world, i.e. The Azores Islands, Colombia, The United States, Spain and 
Bosnia and Herzegovina. The first competition was held in 2009 (Red Bull Content Pool, n.d.) 
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Methodology 
As mentioned in the introduction, this project does not deal with political consequences of 
public/private corporations, but the point is to elucidate how much these partnerships permeate our 
everyday experience, from the political, to the communal, to even leisure. Our everyday experience 
is riddled with a symbiosis of private/public ventures that manifest themselves in distinct power 
relations, which ultimately affect our individual experience of life. One may argue that certain 
dynamics of private/public partnerships dictate the way we live our lives from our choice in 
consumption (Coca-cola’s dominance, for example) to our urban understanding of the cityscape and 
the way we associate ourselves with our city.  Although this project deals with a specific 
collaboration, namely that of Red Bull and The Royal Theater, this overarching perspective still 
remains of importance in understanding some of the consequences, of which some can be described 
as political, that are undeniably present today. Essentially, this project proposes an analytical 
understanding of an event, which furthermore encourages more research that should be 
implemented to understand the consequences, compromises and dynamics of public/private events. 
In this project, however, values is to be understood as the focal area of research. It is important to 
elucidate this concept within a distinct theoretical and practical framework to avoid any confusion, 
as its implications can be become ambiguous. Therefore, with the selected theoretical directions, 
this project strives to create a concrete and holistic theoretical framework, which will thus be 
explored, interpreted and applied to a contemporary event. This method, namely a hermeneutic 
approach, will be explained in the following section.   
 
Method 
In the myriad of approaches to choose from when writing a problem-oriented project, the most 
important aspect to come to terms with is a clear and consistent method of research. Significant in 
this project, however, is that the research conducted, thereby, also the methodology and method for 
examining and exploring answers, are largely of a theoretical nature. This, however, does not mean 
that our project is completely stripped of empirical investigation, although the method for 
conducting this qualitative research is based on a concrete theoretical application which supply the 
tools for an interpretive investigation. We depart in a range of theoretical schools, where the most 
dominant is value theory (axiology), marketing theory and culture theory, which ultimately supply 
the needed framework. The hermeneutic method allows us a philosophical and critical scope to first 
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look closer at the defining concepts of our project, but the important function of the hermeneutic 
approach is that of an investigative nature applied to our selected empirical data. The goal in the 
hermeneutic method is for the scholar to engage in the art of interpretation and thereby reach an 
understanding. The following section will illuminate this projects understanding of hermeneutics 
and the direct approach employed. 
 
Hermeneutics 
Defining Hermeneutics seems to some as a most daunting task, but in essence, it correlates and is 
synonymous with the idea of interpretation (Schmidt, 2006, p. 1). Although seemingly simplistic, 
the method of hermeneutics have been debated since antiquity where Aristotle laid claim to a 
certain set of “rules” regarding the interpretation of tragedies in his seminal “Poetics”. (ibid, p. 2) 
Hermeneutics is derived from the Greek word ἑρμηνεύω (in latin letters: hermeneuō) which means 
"translate, interpret” (Klein, 1966, p. 344). Early notions of hermeneutics differ from the 
modernistic understanding. While the Greeks did introduce the notion of interpretation it is "only 
with the Stoics, and their reflections on the interpretation of myth, do we encounter something like a 
methodological awareness of the problems of textual understanding.” (Ramberg & Gjesdal , 2014). 
Common consensus of the meaning of hermeneutics today is primarily determined by the theories 
of Hans-Georg Gadamer in “Truth And Method”, where the foundational understanding is that 
hermeneutics is the philosophical theory that claims all cases initiated within the field involve both 
interpretation and application (ibid.). To Gadamer, Hermeneutics is not solely a means for 
understanding, but rather a method to make clear the ramifications in which understanding can 
develop (Gadamer H. , 1975, p. 263). Of these ramifications (or conditions) the understanding of 
prejudices and pre-understandings play a crucial role in Gadamer’s hermeneutics where the idea of 
reception history iterates that understanding is not only a reproductive process, but actually also a 
productive sequence, where interpretations might change (ibid, p. 358). Another central aspect of 
Gadamer’s views, as concluded in his seminal work “Truth and Method”, the hermeneutic method 
cannot possibly reach a state of total objectivity, but rather suggests a path of intersubjective 
communication.  
In its most blunt understanding, intersubjectivity refers to some sort of agreement (Scheff, 2006). 
For example, if a group of people are witnessing a monologue in a play and the common consensus 
reaches that the performer delivers an honest display of affection, then there is intersubjectivity 
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between people if they agree on a distinct set of meanings or a definition of the scenario. Thomas 
Scheff, an esteemed sociologist, defines intersubjectivity as "the sharing of subjective states by two 
or more individuals.” (ibid.).  More implicitly, intersubjectivity can refer to the common-sense, 
shared meanings socially and politically constructed by people in their interactions with one another 
and used as an everyday resource to interpret the meaning of elements of social and cultural life 
(Seale, 2012). If people are sharing common sense, then they share a clear definition of the 
scenario. Essentially, intersubjectivity is a state attempted to reach through a task of hermeneutics 
(ibid.). Important to this project, however abstract it may appear, is that of Hans-Georg Gadamer’s 
account of dialogue. Distinctive in three different ways: “it embraces the possibility of dialogue 
with texts, it takes dialogue to be the model of language at work, and it considers dialogue 
successful when there has been a ‘fusion of horizons’” (Vessey, 2009, p. 531). The latter account, 
the most acrimoniously argued, posits that dialogue, when successful, resolves itself in a fusion of 
horizons. Essentially a fusion of horizons is only reachable through mutual agreement (ibid.). 
Although disagreement may still prevail, according to Gadamer, a conversation that reaches a 
greater articulation on the part of the interlocutors and thereby greater sympathy for each other’s 
views counts as a success, even “granted that they entered the conversation seeking agreement” 
(ibid.). Essentially, your horizon is your own derived from a specific vantage point (Gadamer H. G., 
Truth and Method, 1997, p. 302). With this vantage point, there are essentially 4 ideas, or shall we 
say, parameters to take into consideration when considering the fusion of horizons. These are pre-
understanding, prejudices, fore-meanings and “bildung” (ie. open to meanings) (Clark, 2008). Pre-
understanding is about the preconditioned mindset about the world before we begin to engage in 
thinking about it (Gadamer H. G., The Universality of the Hermeneutical Problem, 1966). 
Prejudices is, stripped of our negative connotation “a judgement that is rendered before all elements 
that determine a situation have been finally examined” (ibid.). Fore-meanings are our preconceived 
attempts to make meaning and understanding during an encounter, before our final viewpoint is 
established and as Gadamer posits, that our fore-meanings do not provide the answers and in this 
condition it is important to remain “open to the meaning of the other person” (Clark, 2008). Lastly, 
Bildung (as the German word for Picture, but in this case refers to education) is the acceptance and 
attempts to understand the other meanings and opinions of others. Essentially, it is the tolerance of 
other opinions which is a crucial step in the fusion of horizons (ibid.).  
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Hermeneutics as a qualitative research method 
The application of a hermeneutic methodology lends itself well in qualitative research where 
interpretation and understanding is key, especially in the world of humanities. This following 
section will outline some of the characteristics of a hermeneutic approach, and thus highlight the 
considerations in which this project has employed. The first goal of a hermeneutic approach is that 
of seeking understanding (Kinsella, 2006, p. 2), which again elucidates Gadamer’s fusion of 
horizons. A second characteristic is the “situated location of interpretation” (ibid, p. 4) where 
Thomas Nagel, an esteemed philosophy professor, posits that: 
“The hermeneutic approach stress the creative interpretation of words and texts and the active role 
played by the knower. The goal is not objective explanation or neutral description, but rather a 
sympathetic engagement with the author of a text, utterance or action and the wider socio-cultural 
context within which these phenomena occur” (Nagel, 1986, p. 63) 
As Nagel so eloquently describes, the hermeneutic approach places emphasis on the reader’s 
position and relevance in understanding, and the situational surroundings composed of various 
socio-relevant circumstances. For example, the hermeneutic analysis of a song lyric performed at a 
rally during an anti-war campaign inherits and thereby spawns a much more socially-tinged 
interpretation and subsequent understanding of it.  
Another worthwhile characteristic is that of the role of language and history (Kinsella, 2006, p. 5). 
Brice Watchterhauser sufficiently describes the relevance of this characteristic through this 
consideration:  
“Hermeneutical theories of understanding argue that all human understanding is never ‘without 
words’ and never ‘outside of time’. On the contrary, what is distinctive about human understanding 
is that it is always in terms of some evolving linguistic framework that has been worked out over 
time in terms of some historically conditioned set of concerns and practices.” (Wachterhauser, 
1986, p. 360). 
Wachterhauser emphasizes the importance of history as a characteristic where a research method 
should employ a diachronic approach that appreciates the ever-changing nature of language and 
history. 
Inquiry as conversation marks the fourth characteristic of the hermeneutic approach and is the one 
that elucidates the act of inquiry within hermeneutic conversation (Kinsella, 2006, p. 6). The task of 
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inquiry is to find a common language, and by doing so making a multitude of texts to speak to one 
another. This abstract notion should be understood as the act of using various sources of research 
and comparing them with each other (ibid.).  
The last characteristic is that of an acceptance (even an embrace) of Ambiguity as an unequivocal 
presence in hermeneutic research (ibid.). Gadamer’s believes that the meaning of a text is not to be 
understood from a fixed point of view, that is static and final (Gadamer H. G., Truth and Method, 
1997, p. 388). As Kinsella puts it, reiterating Gadamer: 
“A hermeneutic view resists the idea that there can be one single authoritative reading of a text and 
recognizes the complexity of the interpretive endeavor.” (Kinsella, 2006, p. 6) 
As mentioned above, ambiguity is always present in hermeneutic research, and especially in the 
case of our project analysis, but as long as these interpretations are clearly and concisely explained, 
then the fact that ambiguity may arise should just foster a multitude of interpretations which can 
subsequently create a more holistic discussion. 
The five characteristics that have been described above are all considerations that this project has 
employed over the time of this project. In order to maintain consistency, this project stays within the 
domain of hermeneutic research as a group-oriented project that strives to understand and interpret a 
selection of empirical sources, with an eye for critical application. More importantly, the 
interpretation of a contemporary event’s mission statements, advertisement videos and websites 
forms the qualitative empirical analysis basis. However, it must be emphasized that we do not 
depart into any film analysis, but rather try to identify indicators of some of the claims and opinions 
identified in our theoretical backbone.   
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Theory 
First, in order to account for our point of departure, Pine & Gilmore’s Experience Economy will be 
used as a theoretical framework for understanding the values in experiences and its contemporary 
significance. Furthermore, it opens up to the more elaborate theoretical value distinctions 
introduced in the Culture, Branding, and Content Marketing sections. 
Second, in order to understand and research values, Axiology is introduced after experience 
economy because an understanding and an identification of values is necessary. 
 
Experience Economy 
Theory regarding Experience economy is derived from Joseph Pine and James Gilmore and is 
concerned with the shift in the global economic preference and thus the progression of the 
economic value (PoEV) from commodities, to goods, to services, and now experiences (Pine & 
Gilmore, 2011, pp. 32-36). In short, it is the economic offering in society which consist of the 
highest percentage of the overall economy, being experiences in present time (ibid, pp. 19-21). The 
experience offering is not a totally new thing. It has just never been recognised as different from 
services and has thus always been attached within that description when presented in statistics etc., 
despite the fact that it has always been connected with the entertainment industry, for instance in 
theatre, concerts, cinema etc. (ibid, p. 3) 
 
That said, Pine and Gilmore’s book is more or less written as a guide for companies to implement 
their theory. The work argues for why all kinds of companies should use experiences in as many 
parts of their company as possible, and how a monetary gain is prominent in such companies. 
Furthermore, they try to emphasize the fate of companies, which does not change over time 
following the PoEV, become so commoditized that the only thing left to bargain with on the market 
between the companies left in a specific market is price. Thus, usually ending up with only a few 
companies mass producing a product at a low sales price for instance: “Once, there were more than 
a hundred automakers in western Michigan, […] now there are only the big three in Detroit […]” 
(Pine & Gilmore, 2011, p. 38).  
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Table 1: ( (Pine & Gilmore, 1998) (similar to table 1-1 in (Pine & Gilmore, 2011, p. 9)) 
 
The above table 1 shows the PoEV, but also the distinction between the different offerings. The 
main point of the current experience economy is that consumers no longer pay for the product but 
they pay for the experience and thus more or less the ‘personal’ feelings each individual gets when 
involved (Pine & Gilmore, 2011, p. 17). 
 
The feelings of the individual have become more important in today’s western countries (and 
more). All basic needs are provided for and money are in bulk to pay for the things possible to 
receive from others (services). Thus we are left with time as the most precious to us, so one pays for 
using the time as memorable as possible. It is the search for increased happiness and personal well-
being (ibid, p. 19). 
The experience offering of companies is mainly sold by Pine and Gilmore with the focus on 
monetary gain in admittance fee concerning experiences. However, they also emphasise other 
values of experiences for the company that it is not always about having a monetary gain in selling 
entrance to an experience because “[…] even though the work of the experience stager perishes 
with its performance, […] the value of the experience lingers in the memory of any individual who 
was engaged by the event.” (ibid, p. 18). Thus, the value of experiences for a company lies in what 
kind of memories they create for their guests and thereby how the guest remembers the experience, 
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for instance, happily. “Companies that create such happiness-generating experiences not only earn 
a place in the hearts of consumers but also capture their hard-earned dollars – and harder-earned 
time.” (ibid, p. 19). Therefore, if a company succeeds in creating positive cues towards their 
intention with an experience, guests would remember the company positively. Furthermore,  
 
“Selling memorabilia associated with an experience provides one approach to extending an 
experience; giving away items inherently part of the experience is another. Mixing the memorabilia 
into the experience to be used by guests affords a richer opportunity to attach a memory to the 
physical artifact.” (ibid, p. 86) 
 
Items of memorabilia are tangible items that convey a certain memory of the experience and can 
thus be introduced in different manners, thereby increasing the experience and memory of this. For 
the company this could furthermore be an extension for a monetary profit or increase in Word Of 
Mouth marketing (ibid, p. 85). 
 
Therefore, as Pine and Gilmore state “the experience is the marketing” (ibid, p. xiii) thus, even if a 
produced experience by a company is used for direct monetary profit concerning entrance fees or 
pay-per-participation/view; or even free admission, it is the main concern of the company to 
positively affect the guests with a pleasurable experience and through it create an emotional bond 
which can foster brand recognition. 
 
Even though, Experience Economy by Pine and Gilmore mainly recognizes it as a monetary gain 
for companies and has a core guiding aspect towards companies thus in the book introduces more 
elaborate methods, the event researched in this project can’t be researched towards its monetary 
gains and thus the theory is only used as a framework.  Thus, the reasoning for using Experience 
Economy lies specifically in the usage of the theory as contemporary understanding of the 
importance of experiences as value-creating for organizations facilitating it. 
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A somewhat different understanding of value can be extracted through embarking in the field of 
value theory. The following section will explore and utilize a relevant discussion and identification 
method of values. A concise understanding of the concept of values is thus explored and the 
vantage point taken has its roots in the field of axiology.  
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Axiology 
Axiology is a recently adopted term used to cover the philosophy of values, applicable both in 
aesthetics, ethics and philosophy. First introduced by the French philosopher Paul Lapie, the term is 
derived from the Greek axios (Latin valere) which signifies “to be strong” or “to be worthy” (Hiles, 
2008). Axiology, or value theory, is an umbrella term, which tries to encompass all the disparate 
and far-reaching discussions regarding values.  
Covering a wide area of critical analysis, Axiology is the common denominator, and includes works 
within discussion of truth, goodness, utility, beauty, right or wrong conduct, and obligation, the 
latter ones referring mostly to a discussion of ethics (KKHSOU, 2011). Direct focus is placed on the 
value of existential matters such as human life, and that of knowledge/wisdom, the notion of 
freedom, the concept of love, the idea of justice, self-fulfilment, and well-being (Hiles, 2008, p. 52). 
Values is one of mankind’s most profound realms of thought, where notions of what is good/bad, 
wrong/right, beautiful/ugly have permeated philosophical thought ever since we started questioning 
what is real and apparent (Hart, 1971, p. 29). Despite value judgement and thought has an age old 
history, the field of axiology is actually a relatively new discipline. Value theory spawns many 
different sub-disciplines, and the term “value theory” were its broadest understanding is that 
“axiology” is an all-encompassing label used to refer to all sub-disciplines of moral philosophy both 
social and political, aesthetic academia, and sometimes feminist thought and the philosophy 
regarding religion (Schroeder, 2012). In a narrow sense, “value theory” is roughly synonymous with 
“axiology”. Axiology though, can be thought of as primarily concerned with classifying which 
things are good, and how good they are. For instance, a traditional question of axiology concerns 
whether the objects of value are subjective psychological states, or objective states of the world 
(ibid.). 
The theory of value, so construed, also includes axiology, but also deals with many other questions 
regarding the nature of value and its relation to the other moral categories, though in the case of this 
project, we will not be dealing with any moral aspects of value theory. More importantly to this 
project is the distinction of intrinsic and extrinsic values, which serve as directional levers to 
understanding the nature of value.   
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Intrinsic/Extrinsic values 
Intrinsic and Extrinsic values are two different ways of understanding values of things or places. 
Bluntly, as the term implies, anything intrinsic stands is of value on its own, that’s to say, 
intrinsically valuable. On the other hand, extrinsic (or instrumental value) is to some degree 
referentially valuable as it is not in itself valuable, but may possess a certain symbolic (but not 
exclusively) significance that could lead to other valuable things. The most classic example of this 
is that of money. A 100 kroner bill may not have any intrinsic value as it is essentially a piece of 
printed paper with a watermark, but as the symbolic value of money is asserted, the piece of paper 
inherits an instrumental value that may lead to purchasing things of value, which again can be 
argued under which criterion its value suits in.  
Historically speaking, the Greeks understood value in a similar way where Plato distinguished three 
types of values as intrinsic goods, instrumental goods, and goods that are both intrinsic and 
instrumental (Pojman & Fieser, 2009, p. 85).  Louis Pojman, an American philosopher, agrees when 
he writes that “the essential difference [between kinds of goods] is between intrinsic and 
instrumental goods” (ibid.). William Frankena, another moral philosopher, makes a similar 
identification of instrumental value with extrinsic value:   
“One may also say that something is good on the ground that it is a means, necessary, sufficient, or 
both, to a good end, as when one says, ‘It is a good idea to go to the dentist twice a year.’ Then it is 
extrinsically or instrumentally good, or good as a means” (Frankena, 1973) 
 
Philosophers' handling of  “intrinsic” as a distinction, reflects a viewpoint that posits whatever is 
non-instrumentally good, must in it place, be good in virtue of its intrinsic characteristics. 
(Schroeder, 2012) It is however difficult to ascertain total validity to a claim of whether something 
is intrinsically good. An example of this may be the experience of entering the domain of a church. 
It intrinsical value can be related to its symbolic value of Jesus Christ, goodness, safety and 
sanctuary. On the other hand, however, can’t this be judged as instrumental considering that it is 
exactly this value that serves a purpose to instil calmness and reflection in believers? It is definitely 
ambiguous. If something is judged to be good, only because of its relation to something else, an 
argument could be, that it must then be its relation to the other thing that is non-instrumentally 
good, and the thing itself is good only because it is needed in order to create this relation 
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(Meacham, 2011). This abstract argument is controversial, and in fact many philosophers believe 
that something can be non-instrumentally good “in virtue of its relation to something else.” 
(Schroeder, 2012). As Schroeder also elucidates, the term “intrinsic” is understood for what is 
deemed good in virtue of its intrinsic characteristics, or for the optic that goodness itself bears an 
intrinsic characteristic, and non-instrumental value is instead called “telic” or “final”, derived from 
Greek etymology (ibid.). This project will stick to an understanding of “intrinsic”, with an 
understanding that what is intrinsic goodness may not be an intrinsic property, and that “what is 
intrinsically good may turn out not to be so in virtue of its intrinsic properties.” (ibid.). The above 
discussion of the understanding of Value further emphasizes that acrimonious nature of its appeal. 
These considerations will be kept in mind, but as the hermeneutic interpretive way dictates, the 
results will not be clear-cut but rather a broader understanding will be reached. Another theorist 
who deals with the idea of value is Stephen Davies, who deals specifically with the value of art, but 
in doing so, meticulously understands intrinsic and instrumental value. In his book, The Philosophy 
Of Art, Davies speaks of Leo Tolstoy as an individual who endorsed a rather controversial view that 
art in itself is not valuable for its beauty, but rather valuable only if it serves some higher purpose in 
morality or religion (Davies , 2006, p. 199). As a point in discussion, this viewpoint merits to 
consideration with regards to our project. What sort of value manifests itself in the creation of 
leisure events in contemporary times? If an event does not serve some sort of humanistic purpose, 
does it in fact lose its value, as according to Leo Tolstoy. This discussion will be further brought up 
in the post-analysis sections. Conclusively, however, axiology has provided a selection of 
identifiable variants in order to decipher the prevalence (or lack of) within the given collaboration. 
In the following section Branding and Content marketing will provide a more contemporary 
handling of value placed in marketing perspective.  
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Branding 
Why is branding important when concerning how value is created between two separate 
companies? What a brand should do, is to create loyalty between the company and product and a 
good brand is supposed to stand out from all of the other available brands in the market (Wheeler, 
2013, p. 2).  
 
Online, the definition for branding is;  
“The process involved in creating a unique name and image for a product in the consumers' mind, 
mainly through advertising campaigns with a consistent theme. Branding aims to establish a 
significant and differentiated presence in the market that attracts and retains loyal customers” 
(Web Finance, Inc, 2015). 
 
The keywords here are image, product, consumer, significant and differentiated presence, and loyal 
customers. Branding is not so much the actual product, as it is more so the process of spreading 
information of what the given product is and what it can be used for. This process creates an image 
and this image is then used, both by the consumer and customer for identifying the product and one 
self, but this image is also used by the company itself to expand and to make the consumer choose 
that brand over others (Wheeler, 2013, p. 6).  
 
Branding it not just the design of the logo, a catchphrase or something equally identifiable for the 
product. These, however, are used to make the company and product stand out in the sea of all the 
others (ibid, p. 2). Furthermore, with branding also comes the goal of creating value. In this regard, 
a value can be the image portrayed to the public. For example, a brand’s identity can be based on 
whether or not a brand is environmentally conscious and socially responsible (ibid, p. 42), as well 
as the value a company attaches to its product - this is not branding either. This is, however, a way 
of selling the product to a certain group of people.  
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Branding is more than the logo for a product - as Jason Miletsky identifies branding in his Brandin 
Perspectives, a brand is “the sum of total of all user experiences with a particular product or 
service, building both reputation and future expectations of benefit.” (Miletsky & Smith , 2009, p. 
2). Taking this definition into consideration, what then can be a brand expands to more than just a 
soft-drink in a can.  
 
There is talk about mainstream bands being more brands than bands. This discussion takes roots in 
the idea of commercialising everything about a given band. When the main goal becomes making 
the most money, then the idea of something being more a brand than actual valuable product the 
customer can benefit from, makes sense (Kot, 2015). Take “The Who” for an example - this band 
has made one album in the last 30 years, has lost two bandmembers, but the revenue of the 2013 
tour was more than 13 million dollars. The music The Who got famous for is being constantly 
replayed on TV and other outlets - they stay relevant and popular (ibid.). 
 
To stay relevant and current in the media, the content to which is supposed to make a company 
current must be exactly that - current. Here, the hypothesis is that it all comes down to a steady flow 
of information, which is being exchanged between the company and consumer. This information 
between company and consumer can be narrowed down to the reputation of the company/product is 
the actual brand of it (Miletsky & Smith , 2009, pp. 2-3). 
 
It goes without saying, that a company behind a certain brand should know what the brand actually 
means - which message it delivers to its consumers. The design of the brand should therefore equal 
exactly what the company stands for (ibid, p. 3). In this area of branding, it is essential that the 
brand differs from others and that the company behind the brand uses this to build the discourse 
surrounding the brand. In a good brand, the consumer is one of the most important elements - by 
knowing exactly what the potential consumer wants/needs, the company can create their brand 
(Imbriano, 2014). This is also called Selective Consumption. Selective consumption is when 
consumers are “... turning out traditional, interruption-based marketing methods, and choosing 
when and where to interact with brands.” (Roetzer, 2012, p. 3). Simply put, the consumer will seek 
out and choose the brand that suits their needs and wishes the best.  
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When trying to draw attention from a very specific group of people and making this group of people 
the main target for consumption, a tool to be used is collaboration and outsourcing. By choosing to 
collaborate with companies, it is important to partner up with others which enrich the company for 
the better (ibid, p. 48). In collaboration with other, it is important to deliver a content, that the 
consumer will gain from and thereby use the product actively. Therefore, the content to be made 
from different collaborations must be something that brings together a group of people.             
With branding and collaborations between brands comes marketing and more specifically to this 
project, Content Marketing. The following section supplies an elaboration of what Content 
Marketing is and by the end of this chapter, a summary of how these two concepts of marketing can 
make the best possible version of a company and its value for the consumer. 
 
What is Content Marketing? 
“... companies turn their knowledge, expertise and ideas into information that is useful and 
meaningful to their niche customers” (Jefferson & Tanton, 2015, p. 16). 
 
When researching what content marketing is and what it entails, wherever you look, the definition 
of it is being compared to how classical advertising and marketing sells “stuff”. Content marketing, 
however, is being compared to this because of how it resists the classical way of assuming that the 
customer skip ads on television, how they ignore ads in magazines or turn off the radio when 
commercials are broadcasted. Companies instead uses their marketing as a way of communicating 
with their customers and it is in this communication that content marketing becomes the strategy of 
how to increase sales (Content Marketing Institute, 2007-2015). The content of what is being 
presented is to be something that enriched the customer's life and essentially, changes it for the 
better. By constantly having the content being current and relevant in the overall media, the 
companies creates an environment around their brand and their product, that the customer can, not 
only identify with, but also adapt to (ibid.).  
How Red Bull manages this, will be further discussed in the analysis and discussion chapters  
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The essence of what Content Marketing is, is precisely what the quotation above states. Companies 
uses their product as a part of a greater experience that the consumer/customer then bases their life 
upon.   
 
The difference between marketing and content marketing is that there are added a value (Steimle, 
2014). By creating a marketing plan which is explicitly aimed at a certain group of people, the value 
becomes what is being sold. A good example of this, is when taking a look at skating companies. 
As described in a Forbes article from 2014, the companies who sell all things related to skating and 
the lifestyle, have seen how the skaters will look as closely to the products they are being asked to 
buy as they are the pictures and others features, simply because they need it (ibid.). Ads for the best 
wheels or boards are being presented in a way, that makes it seem as if these products are essential 
to have in order to be a “real” skater. Just as well as other companies selling their product, without 
really selling them, as the product becomes part of experience of being. As stated above, the key 
difference to content marketing is adding a value. This value of good content is establishing what 
the consumer/customer really want, as opposed to it being forced upon them. Good content can be 
identified as something the customer is willing to pay for (ibid.). This can be magazines, movies, 
books, webpages, podcasts and so forth. What these companies do is then to market their product in 
a way that to the customer seems without intention. If attention again is being drawn to the Forbes 
article, Josh Steimle argues how the Lego movie from 2014 is one big ad for Lego. Instead of 
having, or rather, whilst having commercials on television, Lego created a movie based on their 
own toys. Steimle argues that this movie essentially is a 100 minute long commercial for the brand 
Lego (ibid.).      
 
By constantly creating and delivering valuable content, the companies are selling the idea behind 
the product and what it can do for you, instead of selling an actual product. By having a constant 
flow of information about a product and having this information being of value, the interest for the 
product and the company behind it, will ultimately end in a relationship between customer and 
company where the company is rewarded by having the customer placing their business and loyalty 
to them (Content Marketing Institute, 2007-2015). The Content Marketing Institute defines good 
content marketing as something that “... makes a person stop...read… think… behave… 
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differently.”. At the same time, the Content Marketing Institute uses this quote to define what 
content marketing is all about;  
 
“Content marketing is a strategic marketing approach focused on creating and distributing 
valuable, relevant, and consistent content to attract and retain a clearly-defined audience — and, 
ultimately, to drive profitable customer action.” (ibid.) 
 
It is about companies telling a story. This story revolves around a product and by creating the story 
for a specific group of people, the product itself becomes a part, if not the most essential part, of the 
group of people - it becomes what holds a group of people together.  
 
When selling products via content marketing, it is, as aforementioned, selling an experience instead 
of only selling the product. Social media is used to distribute the product in various settings by 
using social media platforms such as Facebook, YouTube, Twitter, Instagram and Tumblr. Social 
media has become a place where the consumer is now an active participant in brand-building 
(Wheeler, 2013, p. 70). Before social media, the product went from the company (brand) to the 
consumer. Now, however, because of social media and the active role the consumers have as 
participants, the communication between brand and consumer interact (ibid, p. 71). Because of the 
mobile device, the consumer has access to social media platforms 24 hours a day and because of 
this, what is being presented from the brand must be of value - the content of the brand must, in 
some way, stand out from others (ibid, p. 72). 
 
The link between Branding and Content Marketing 
Using content marketing to build a brand can be to sell the brand’s story. By presenting the content 
in a certain light and to a certain group of people, the company can, as written before in this chapter, 
create a certain something that a specific group of people are being drawn to. This way of creating 
valuable content is a way to brand the brand and by this, the company can promote their products in 
a constructive way. By creating an environment around the brand, using content marketing, the 
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company is supposed to deliver content that is valuable and seeks to expand the brand, but also 
maintain the already existing customers (Francis, 2014). 
It goes without saying, that a company must choose its outlet for their content wisely. By knowing 
what kind of content best represent the brand, it is essential to choose the most effective channel of 
exposure of said brand. The content and the brand therefore goes hand in hand, as the one is not 
useful without the other. Having great content does not matter, if the channel of exposure of the 
given content does not suit the brand and vice versa (ibid.). 
 
This will be further discussed in the analysis in chapter at p. 41, where the focus will be on how Red 
Bull uses content marketing and branding to represent the brand Red Bull best and how, by using 
content marketing, Red Bull creates value when cooperating with other companies and the like. The 
following section deals with a more constructive aspect of the project.  
 
Public Private Partnerships 
This section will illuminate the reader into an important aspect of our project, namely identifying 
the two different stakeholders in a framework. As it is clear that this project views The Royal 
Theatre and Red Bull as somewhat dichotomous, it is important for us to describe why. For this 
reason, a public/private distinction will be explored. In the most basic definition, the private sector 
includes activity in and around the production of goods and services, which are based on private 
property (Hansen & Fer, 2001). As a means to sufficiently come to terms with what the private 
actor entails, the historical development of economic systems will be briefly accounted for. With 
the evolution of the market economy, the private actors suddenly become the prime and central 
actors. Mercantilism largely involved an active state and a significant public sector, which operated 
a great deal of the means of production (Brix & Poulsen, 1980, p. 23). The market economy, on the 
other hand, is defined by the free competition and the right to private property over the means of 
production (ibid.). Additionally, these means of production are not only the property of the owners, 
but they retain the right to dispose them, without any public (ie. the state or community) having 
influence (ibid.). In contemporary times, the economic system is not defined by either conditions of 
market economy or its counterpoint, the plan economy. Theorists such as Jørn Hansen, believes that 
in today's society, at least in western european nations, the economic system can be described as 
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mixed in the sense that most companies are privately owned, but that their rights of disposition are 
limited in different ways (Hansen & Fer, 2001, p. 3). These conditions do however vary in between 
different situations (Brix & Poulsen, 1980, p. 24). Thus the private actor is not as independent as the 
market economy entails it to be. Therefore, defining and understanding the private actor, 
independently from the public, can prove difficult. This distinction of private/public is normally 
used in the context of governance and citizenship, but in connection with this project, proves a 
useful way to construct the anatomy of the collaboration found in our case study. Namely, Red Bull 
as a private actor (McDonald, 2011). Who collaborates with a public institution of The Royal 
Theater. As a lead into the discussion section, the private/public distinction can be easily related to 
studies in values as private and public actors tend to have different distinct motives. The following 
section, however, deals with the concept of culture which is another central aspect of this project.  
 
Culture 
Cultures have their own set of values and when mixed with other cultures, values are blended 
together and shared (Grant, 1995). In order to specify what kind of culture we are working with in 
this project, a general definition must be established. The word “culture” is often used without 
much knowledge about the meaning the word carries. Culture is the center of philosophical 
anthropology (ibid.). R. A. D. Grant describes in his article “Culture” that  Culture in a broader 
sense is to include all interactions between humans (ibid.). Grants states in his article that culture 
"[…] denotes the whole realm of thought and behaviour whose patterns are not genetically, but 
socially, transmitted” (ibid.). This means that culture not only includes the social interactions of 
people, but also includes the thoughts of a mind related to other people. 
 
Culture includes a wide variety of interactions; 
 
“A ‘culture’ denotes a distinct, historic group of people – a society – together with all its tools, 
artefacts, possessions, and characteristic ways and conceptions of life; indeed, ‘culture’ in this 
sense is often used interchangeably with ‘society’” (ibid.).  
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A culture is used to describe an entity; a group of people with a special relation to something. Not 
only does culture imply a certain pattern of interaction between humans, but also with objects 
connected to the culture itself. In our case, the related culture is known, which is why the focus will 
be on specific kinds of culture, i.e leisure cultures. This makes differentiating between different 
categories of the concept needed.  
 
Grant states that cultures are defined by its difference in relation to other cultures:  “Cultures 
specifically, as defined by their differences, not from ‘nature’ or animal societies, but from each 
other” (ibid.). Even though there are biological explanations to why culture exists, Grant perceives 
culture in opposition to “nature”, which is dictated by biological function. This means that culture is 
a concept that does not relate to other concepts, which then means that they only can be related to 
each other in order to establish differences and characteristics.  
 
Since culture also contains social interactions on a more local level, it serves as a mechanism to 
blend together and share values and identities of the participants of a given social gathering (ibid.). 
A person can be part of different social groups, which means that one also can be part of more than 
one culture (ibid.).  
 
A common use of the word “culture” is in fact a reference to a “subculture” (ibid.). As Grant 
states:  “Such a culture is not fully autonomous, since it is defined, and defines itself, by reference 
to the wider culture surrounding it” (ibid.). The way subcultures define themselves, is an example 
of how cultures in general are defined and differentiated from one another. Subcultures basically 
serves as a way of categorising a group of people who have something unique in common, in 
relation to the surrounding society. 
 
Grant describes popular-, high- and low culture as leisure cultures. Leisure cultures, “[…] which 
transcend all its explicitly practical, utilitarian or survival-related concerns” (ibid.) include 
activities such as: sports, entertainment, recreation, liberal intellect, art, aesthetics and popular 
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culture in general (ibid.). Leisure culture is related to activities that do not have a survival-function, 
but rather has a value connected to fulfilment (ibid.) 
 
“High” culture is described as an exclusive part of culture that represents quality and sensibility, 
with a presupposition of a fairly high level of intellect (ibid.). Though it would seem as a 
subculture, this originates from common and popular culture, but in an exclusive variation, which 
makes this, into a variation of common cultures, thus differing from subcultures (ibid.) 
 
Grant explains that “low-” is opposed only to high culture, and within that opposition explaining the 
nature of low culture. Low culture is described as complacent ignorance and bad taste (ibid.) - in 
short; an uncritical view of culture. This makes high-, low- and popular culture all different angles 
to the common culture, but with emphasis on different parts. 
 
The Culture theory according to Adorno and Horkheimer 
Theodore W. Adorno and Max Horkheimer claims in their thesis Enlightenment as Mass Deception 
that “culture today is infecting everything with sameness.” (Horkheimer & Adorno, 1944, p. 94). 
Everything in the culture industry is the same and it is this assumption that stems from Adorno & 
Horkheimer that can bring forth a critical view on today’s culture industry. The Culture Industry: 
Enlightenment as Mass Deception was written in 1944 and it is important to remember that the 
society, that Adorno and Horkheimer (and the industry in it) refer to, is not the same today. 61 years 
has passed since this paper was published and it can be assumed that much has changed in the 
culture industry since then. Technological development has come a long way since the 40s and this 
advance in technology has come to entail great significance for the industry. However, the essence 
of what Adorno and Horkheimer believes can still be relevant to today's culture industry.  
 
Every form of entertainment is being created on the basis of what group of people most likely to 
show interest in. The art of entertainment is no longer for the art in itself, but for that purpose of 
gaining a profit (ibid, p. 97). The culture industry has developed simultaneously with that of effect 
(ibid, p. 99). By being able to measure an effect of an event or entertainment, it takes away the, 
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according to Adorno and Horkheimer, original idea of entertainment and thereby makes it 
something tangible. What was once an unmeasurable form of art, as seen in music, art, writing, 
painting etc., the totality of culture industry and the schematic execution of producing 
entertainment, put an end to the rebellious form of “real art” (ibid, p.  99). Products of the culture 
industry are being consumed by the consumer, even when these are distracted by something else. So 
many things are being presented at once, that the people in the realm of culture industry are not 
aware of the economic machinery the culture industry actually is (ibid, p. 100). This makes the 
consumers into what the industry wants them to be; the agents that uses their products without 
knowing they themselves as turned into a living promotor for the given product (ibid, p. 100). Due 
to this, Adorno and Horkheimer claims that every phenomenon is now so pre-planned and put into a 
schematic structure that nothing can happen without it being pre-assumed (ibid, p. 101). 
 
At the same time, what was once before divided into different categories of entertainment, is now 
overlapping and crossing over into the different sphere - the poles touch (ibid, p. 102). This creates 
a messy identity for what the culture industry is and by extension it becomes easier for the average 
to replace the special (ibid, p. 102). In culture industry nothing is allowed to be reproduced - 
everything has to be new and exciting and tempo and dynamics are key to success (ibid, p. 106).  
 
In extension to this Adorno and Horkheimer brings in the thought of how people of society are 
being served what they do not really need. Everything that goes into a product in the culture 
industry are a mere promise for the person to have a break from the grey everyday life they are 
living (ibid, p. 109). Entertainment becomes an escape from one’s own reality and it is in this, that 
Adorno and Horkheimer claim that the consumer is just a brick in the culture industry (ibid,p. 
109)     
 
As written in the beginning of this segment, this thesis was written and based upon a view of how 
Adorno and Horkheimer thought of the society in 1944. Much has changed since, but what is 
essential to notice, is that some of points written above can still be relevant today. The culture 
industry and how the proceedings of it happens behind the scenes, still comes from the same 
understanding of which role the consumer has in the culture industry.  
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This will be further analysed in the chapter Analysis at p. 41.  
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Empirical Section 
In the following, the empirical data used for analysis will be presented. This includes a presentation 
of the event itself with pictures, a presentation of the two collaboration stakeholders - Red Bull and 
The Royal Theatre -, and finally a presentation of two videos from the official Red Bull YouTube 
channel depicting the event.  
 
Red Bull Cliff Diving 2015 - Copenhagen Event Presentation (HUSK 
BILLEDER) 
27 meters above the water in the Copenhagen Harbour, 14 of the world's best cliff divers are set to 
compete in the Red Bull Cliff Diving 2015 series.  
On top of the Opera House is seen a ramp, from where the divers will jump the 27 meters down into 
the dark-blue water. The sky is blue, and clouds hover like cotton balls in the sky. Looking directly 
from the roof of the Opera House, is a view consisting of 35.000 spectators and behind them, is the 
Amalienborg Palace. The Palace where Queen Margrethe II resides. Furthermore, the Marble 
Church of Copenhagen brings a certain something to the overall feeling this setting of the event 
brings.  
The spectators are sitting in boats, on the pier and in trees to get the best possible view of what is 
about to take place.  
Prevalent all over is the brand of Red Bull - the two red bulls facing each other, and logos of 
collaborators are seen everywhere. The spectators have no doubt about who is behind this event.  
 
The first competitor is seen walking to the edge of the ramp and when he jumps, he swirls around a 
couple of times and lands gracefully in the water below.  
The juxtaposition of the setting seems to enhance the mood of the event. It almost seems as it does 
not really fit together - the old rococo and baroque architecture of the palace and church clash with 
the half naked men jumping from a rooftop. The Opera House in itself is a modern architectural 
piece and the technical happening of the event does not seem unfit for the Opera House, precisely 
because of its modern appearance.   
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The following section marks up the empirical foundation, where the two main organisations and the 
case event will be empirically researched. Furthermore, the section will also provide some historical 
and contemporary events that will subsequently be used to provide some perspective in the 
subsequent analysis.  
 
Red Bull 
Red Bull was founded in 1980s and its first products became available for sale on april 1st 1987. 
The product itself was developed by Dietrich Mateschitz after a vacation in Thailand, where he 
discovered an energy drink and because of this he developed Red Bull.  
On Red Bull's website, the company presents the product as a part of a greater good. It is not only 
the product that is for sale, rather, it is a whole marketing strategy. This becomes the concept behind 
Red Bull and it is therefore not only a drink you consume, but it is rather a lifestyle you choose to 
live.  
As previously mentioned, the Red Bull organisation partakes in many different ventures, including 
sponsorates, music and most evidently, extreme sports. The following sections will illuminate some 
relevant examples that elucidate how Red Bull has developed into something more than an energy 
drink.  
 
Red Bull Stratos 
In 2012, Felix Baumgartner, an esteemed skydiver and daredevil was sent into the stratosphere in an 
attempt to break the speed of sound -  this attempt was co-created with NASA and beside the event 
in itself, the concept behind the event was also to explore the science of the human body, the 
stratosphere and so forth (Red Bull Stratos, 2012). This groundbreaking event was streamed live to 
the entire world, where 8 million viewers sat watching the scientific experiment. One might ask 
what sort of motivation lies behind Red Bull wanting to partake in this experiment. Therefore, the 
Red Bull Stratos event will feature again in the analysis with regards to values.  
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It can be argued because of recent events that Red Bull has created an environment around extreme 
sport that makes it possible for athletes like Shaun White (snowboarder) to fully immerse 
themselves into their sport. It is sponsorships like these that Red Bull excels at. It is precisely 
because of these sponsorships that Red Bull has become more than an energy-drink and instead are 
viewed as a lifestyle. 
 
This lifestyle of fast paced events, creates a space, where even the observer can be a part of a 
community where people jump from an altitude of almost 39 kilometers and created valuable 
scientific discoveries and where people win championships in snowboarding, skiing, river rafting, 
mountain-climbing, motorsport, skateboarding and so on, makes the brand a something that can be 
used as self-identification. Red Bull has become something that people use in their own branding. It 
is an active choice to buy a Red Bull, just like it is an active choice to buy an Apple product. It is 
not only the product as the thing you have in your hand, it is the experience and the lifestyle that 
comes with the product, you buy along with it. It is the value of what it means to be a consumer of a 
brand that makes the brand Red Bull so successful in their approach to expand their product and 
therefore making an economic profit.  
Another relevant venture that Red Bull have organized and continue to develop is that of the Red 
Bull Music Academy. Founded in 1998, RBMA creates and sustains musical projects on a 
worldwide basis where especially their workshops have garnered respect within the music 
community. For the sake of analysis, a concrete example will now be elucidated, which is that of 
Buraka Som Sistema’s joint-venture with RBMA.  
 
Buraka Som Sistema documentary 
Coming from Buraka in Lisbon, Portugal, the musical collective is a cultural melting pot in itself 
that blends Angolesian Kuduro music with that of european electronic music traditions. In the 
collaboration with Red Bull, Buraka created a documentary by the name of “Off The Beaten Track” 
that sheds light on their experiences across the globe where they gathered inspiration for their 
subsequent release, Buraka. In terms of shared values and culture, what kind of dynamics are at 
play within this contractual collaboration. On one hand, Buraka receive the financial support and 
social capital to emerge on a worldwide scene where their ideas of multiculturalistic cultural 
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production has an opportunity to be heard. On the other hand, Red Bull Music receive a golden 
opportunity to have a hugely popular band endorse their product and/or vision, vice versa. What 
sort of exchangement of values are being negotiated and potentially compromised in the two 
stakeholders of this type of production (Red Bull Music Academy, 2013).   
 
Red Bull today is far more than just a factory that makes a beverage - the company itself has 
become a publishing house where only a small part of is actually concerns the sale of what brings 
all of these different departments together. It is departments like Red Bull TV, where music events, 
art festivals, sports and live stream are broadcasted.  
 
When exploring RedBull.com in hopes of finding some strategic policies the company uses for their 
marketing, it is nowhere to be found. It has been reported in articles, that the choice of not making 
the marketing plan accessible to the public, is a deliberate decision. Whether or not this is because 
of the competitive environment surrounding sales of soft drinks or it is because of something else 
entirely. It can, however, be argued as to what kind of marketing strategy Red Bull actually uses. 
Content marketing “... is that a brand must give something valuable to get something valuable in 
return” (O'Brien, 2012). As earlier stated, what Red Bull sells is not only a soft drink, but it is the 
experience that comes with it. It can be argued that Red Bull sees an opportunity for increased sales 
of the actual product, by choosing to make the actual product part of a way of living. When looking 
at the Red Bull website and the highlights throughout the years, it becomes clear that it is not the 
number of cans sold, but rather the result from events, that make up the foundations of whether the 
previous year have been successful or not.     
 
The Royal Theatre 
The setting for the 2015 edition of the Red Bull Cliff Diving in Copenhagen was the top of the 
Opera House located at The Harbour of Copenhagen. This Opera House is part of The Royal 
Theatre and this presentation will therefore concentrate on the vision of The Royal Theatre has and 
this will be one of the main aspects of how the cooperation between Red Bull and the Royal Theatre 
can create value and how this corresponds with their own vision for their brand and company.  
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On the website of the Royal Theatre is says clearly; where people, art and dreams meet (DKT-
Organisation og Økonomi, n.d.). Their vision is to create a space where what is excellent can be 
strived for and nourished. Whether this is ballet, opera, acting, music or something else entirely or 
whether this happens at the Opera, Gammel Scene or Skuespilhuset, the Royal Theater, should be a 
place where this has happened and will continue to happen. All these different branches of art all 
comes together with one main goal; to deliver the absolute best in Performing Arts (ibid.). 
 
The History of the Royal Theatre 
Tourists coming to Copenhagen 250 years ago thought of the city as intolerable - it had no theater. 
The king at the time - Frederik V, a king with flair for a good time - wished to add luster to 
Copenhagen and thus, the Royal Theatre was established (DKT-Teatrets Historie, n.d.).  
Since 1748, the main stage of the Royal Theatre has been at Kongens Nytorv in Copenhagen. This 
stage has been under construction several times as times has changed in terms of supply and 
demand. While other theatre came to in Copenhagen, a change in the setting was inevitable and the 
old building was torn down and what is known today as Gamle Scene was build. Because of this, 
more branches of performing arts was able to flourish and by today, six stages are available; Gamle 
Scene, Store Scene, Lille Scene, Portscenen in Skuespilhuset and Store Scene and Takkelloftet 
located in the Opera  House (ibid.). 
 
The Opera was a gift to the city of Copenhagen by the late A.P. Møller and wife’s charity fond. It 
was open for business in 2005 and was designed by architect Henning Larsen (ibid.). 
The daily business of the Opera in Copenhagen is rehearsing shows and performances and the 
maintaining the high level of professionalism that the Opera has been acclaimed for (DKT-Den 
Kongelige Opera, n.d.).  
The Opera in itself has been subject to a lot of criticism throughout the years. The location and the 
design of the Opera has been claimed as reason for the decrease in ticket sales and there prevailed a 
need to reinvent the old tradition of Opera. When the Opera first opened in 2005, the building itself 
was a pulling point for a lot of new audiences, but as time has gone by, the hype surrounding the 
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building has ceased and, as written above, new ways to bring in audience had to be 
developed (Danielsen & Meyhoff, 2015).       
How these new ways of drawing in audiences has come about will be discussed in relation to Red 
Bull and their vision for marketing in the analysis. The following lists are extracted from the home 
page of the Royal Theatre and sufficiently describes what sort of motives, missions, aspirations and 
endeavours that The Royal Theatre aspire towards. 
 
Main vision/mission of the Royal Theatre 
 Relevant and attractive appeal to audiences in terms of competition with other offers 
in the performings arts. 
 Creating excellent experiences revolving performings arts 
 Profound understanding of what the user of cultural experiences wants/needs 
(DKT-Organisation og Økonomi, n.d.) 
 
Developing Themes 
 Det inviterende – vi rækker ud, The inviting - we reach out 
 Det udvidede – vi skaber unikke helhedsoplevelser, The Expanded - we create unique 
holistic experiences   
 Det relevante – vi er vedkommende, The Relevant - we are solicitous    
 Det excellente – vi leverer det ypperste i alle led, The Excellent - we deliver finest in all 
aspects 
 Det nytænkende – vi driver innovation, The Innovative - we drive innovation  
(DKT-Organisation og Økonomi, n.d.) 
 
The bulletpoints above emphasize some of the aspirations that The Royal Theater strive 
towards. As an anchor in analysis, these statements will be used in correlation with an 
analysis of value manifestation within the organisation during the macro-analysis.  
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Video documentation 
The empirical data to be analysed in this project was first thought to be solely based on the 
history of the two organisations and the event itself. Given that an analysis of the event will be 
based of on pictures and not firsthand experience, discussion about how to make an valid 
analysis came about. When researching Red Bull, it became clear how they themselves 
present their events. Because of the hypothesis of how Red Bull sells experiences rather than 
an actual product, as in the energy-drink, it is important, when wanting to investigate values, 
to figure out how an experience is distributed to an audience. This has led to the decision of 
using two videos which present the event in two different lights. The first features no voice-
over besides a melody and footage from the event whereas the second video features a voice-
over that comment on the sport itself. This will be further presented below and an analysis 
will then follow. 
 
In the two YouTube videos “High Dives from an Opera House Rooftoop - Red Bull Cliff Diving” 
(High Dives from an Opera House Rooftop - Red Bull Cliff Diving 2015 (V1), 2015) and “Cliff 
Diving in Copenhagen - Red Bull Cliff Diving World Series 2015” (Cliff Diving in Copenhagen - 
Red Bull Cliff Diving World Series 2015 (V2), 2015), uploaded by the official Red Bull YouTube 
channel, the Cliff Diving 2015 event is portraited. 
 
Sports Video #1- High Dives from an Opera House Rooftop - Red Bull Cliff Diving 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QvSLHi5-XD0  
Video Description from the Red Bull YouTube channel:  
“People usually visit the Copenhagen Opera House to see the performances inside, but the Red 
Bull Cliff Diving World Series brought the action to the rooftop for stop #4 of the season. The 
world's best in cliff diving took the plunge from the roof, putting on a spectacular show for the local 
crowd. Check out some of the best moments from the event!” (High Dives from an Opera House 
Rooftop - Red Bull Cliff Diving 2015 (V1), 2015) 
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In Sports Video #1, a variety of divers and jumps are showcased with an up beat music track, made 
by Five Knives, a band connected to Red Bull Recordings (http://redbullrecords.com/artist/five-
knives/). While not focusing on the divers, an engaged audience, judges, referées or the surrounding 
area is featured. The video in general is visually appealing, easily understood and clearly produced 
for Red Bull.  
While the divers and their jumps are the essence of the video, it is showed in a very non-technical 
way. The jumps are edited together quickly and does not show much else of the sport. The judges 
are shown with their scores and some security personnel are also featured, but it is not very 
dominating in the overall aesthetics of the video. 
 
The audience is clearly an important part of the video. They are shown engaged in the sport, 
reacting to the diver’s performance taking place and/or enjoying themselves. The audience appears 
huge and seems to be located in various places in the harbour of Copenhagen. Several kayaks and 
boats with audience are in the surrounding area of where the divers breaks the surface of the water. 
Besides the music, the only sound is water splashing from divers hitting the water or the cheering 
from the audience.  
Furthermore Red Bull are at the center of the video. They are obvious, yet still in the background 
and therefore not taking away attention from the diving itself.  
 
Sports Video #2 - Cliff Diving in Copenhagen - Red Bull Cliff Diving World Series 2015 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hYFFQxHlBOU  
Video Description from the Red Bull YouTube channel; 
“Gary Hunt continued his strong run in the Red Bull Cliff Diving World Series in Denmark, where 
he made it four wins from four events in the 2015 series with another near-perfect display of diving 
to beat fellow Brit Blake Aldridge and Colombia's veteran Orlando Duque to the top spot. Check 
out the best action from the event!” (Cliff Diving in Copenhagen - Red Bull Cliff Diving World 
Series 2015 (V2), 2015) 
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This video consists, different from the former video, of a commentator who comments on the 
performance of the sport itself. For example, the video features footage of the winner’s winning 
dive and the points from the referees in the moment they are given, including graphics of the 
technical elements of the jumps. The commentator present what is happening as if it was any other 
sporting event. It speaks of placement between the divers, the technical challenges and difficulties 
and more.  
 
The video features an upbeat music track to help set the tone, footage of the divers commentating 
on their own performance and the actual jumps from the ramp. About 30 seconds in, the music 
changes from an upbeat music track being used while presentation the event and place, to a track 
with tones of dramatic music. With this music change, there is a clear change in narrative as well. 
With the dramatic music comes the jumps, the scoring and the comments from themselves. The 
video ends with looking forward to the next stop in the series and the end image is the logo of the 
event.  
 
Compared to the former video, this video is being presented as a sports journalistic report and in 
this, emphasis is on the sport itself and not so much the surrounding features. Granted, the 
surrounding features, such as the audience, the Opera House and the skyline of Copenhagen, are all 
there to help emphasize the overall aesthetics. Though, as mentioned above, the point of this video 
seems to be to inform of the happenings in terms of the sport itself, not the actual location of the 
event.  
 
This concludes the empirical groundwork, the following section will embark on an analysis of the 
project’s work.    
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Analysis 
The analysis is built upon considerations regarding the hermeneutic method applied upon our 
empirical groundwork. As the hermeneutic method dictates, the analysis builds upon a situational 
awareness and the active role as a researcher in the pursuit of interpretation. Furthermore, the initial 
part of the analysis pays attention to historical sets of concerns provide the initial part of the 
analysis, that ultimately provides a more holistic analytical prism to investigate the event. 
 
Red Bull and the Royal Theatre 
The following analysis builds upon considerations regarding value theory and the subsequent 
identification of value in the Red Bull organisation and The Royal Theatre. The initial sections 
providing a macro-perspective will deal with the respective organisations exclusively through a 
diachronic and history-specific analysis of their endeavours. It is the aim of this analytical section to 
attempt to identify values and their potential intrinsic and extrinsic values within the two different 
organisations. Ultimately, these observations will be contextually understood within the framework 
of the case-event, where a secondary empirical qualitative analysis of two videos will provide the 
contextual analysis.  
 
Red Bull 
As the empirical section elucidates, the Red Bull organisation has evolved into something much 
more than just the producer of a highly caffeinated energy drink. Ultimately Red Bull strives 
towards a certain value manifestation which transcends the profit. Through a concise understanding 
of how Red Bull has developed, one may justifiably try to interpret the production of value within 
its mindset. What does Red Bull stand for. In the case of this analysis, two examples will be 
revisited to provide the foundation of an analytical investigation of value within Red Bull. 
Furthermore, attention to the history of the organisation will ultimately play a role within this 
section of the analysis. 
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Red Bull Music Academy 
The documentary film, “Off The Beaten Track” was sponsored and funded by Red Bull as a venture 
within the sector of Red Bull Music Academy. This sort of venture inevitably spawns a production 
of value, but which sort of value depends on which vantage point you regard the value 
manifestation. As the explored theories pertaining to value theory elucidate, value manifestation can 
be ambiguously identified whether there is talk of an intrinsic and/or instrumental value. As our 
theory also concludes, one does not necessarily exclude the other. As an intrinsic value, the 
organisation of Red Bull Music Academy can be argued to possess intrinsic value in the form of its 
very existence being a symbolic beacon of musical progression and opportunity, a value based on 
the merits of creativity, multiculturalism and humanistic development through creative ventures. 
This, on the macroscope, forms what one could call their “mission statement” as an organization 
and is in many ways the intrinsical value of the organization. Instrumental value manifests itself in 
the opportunity for specific ventures, such as that of Buraka Som Sistema garnering the resources to 
produce their promotional documentary. In other words, one may argue that, RBMA is both 
intrinsically valuable, but also supplies a form of instrumental value that artists, collaborators and 
music collectives may use to further increase their own intrinsic value. For example, after having 
created the documentary, Buraka Som Sistema continued to develop their reputation as a musical 
collective that embraces tolerance and multiculturalism, by challenging the laws of probability, and 
having become one of the groups that changed the musical soundscape in Lisbon drastically 
(Village Underground, 2013). Conclusively, the characteristics of value within this given example 
will be revisited in the discussion section. This analysis does, however, emphasize that value is not 
something that can directly be measured, but (in a hermeneutical sense) the analysis does make it 
clear that ambiguity is what will foster a more holistic understanding. 
 
Red Bull Stratos 
The Red Bull Stratos project is another one of these ventures that sees the collaboration of Red Bull 
with another marginally different organization. In this case, NASA (National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration) joins as one of the primary stakeholders of the event. During this extreme 
event, Felix Baumgartner endorses the Red Bull label on top of his suit made of cutting edge 
technology developed by NASA. This somewhat dichotomous collaboration sees Red Bull, what 
most people know as an energy drink producer, join forces with one of the most reclusive and high-
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end organisations to create an event. So one might ask what sort of value manifestation is possible 
to distinguish, and how can it be described as either intrinsic or instrumental. One way of perceiving 
this collaboration is how Red Bull is progressively changing its own value set to be ever more 
embracing than before. Despite common misconceptions, Red Bull has been involved with the 
sporting world since 1988, only a year since its official launching. So the intrinsic value of Red Bull 
as a brand is in the case of the Stratos, one of human capabilities and human progression. The 
intrinsic value is up for debate, whether or not it is negatively or positively connotated. Some may 
argue that challenging the laws of physics by putting a man into undeniable danger is perhaps not a 
favourable way of manifesting an instrumental value. Others will see it as groundbreaking and 
positive. It is always difficult to define something as having intrinsic value on its own, and this 
discussion will feature prominently in the subsequent discussion. With regards to instrumental 
value, where what is valuable is reachable through the means to an end that the subject requires. 
Red Bull Stratos supplies a means to personal fame, records and prestige for Felix Baumgartner, for 
others, in a somewhat banal way, its supplies a means to an end in form of leisure and entertainment 
for the masses.  
 
The Royal Theatre 
Unlike Red Bull, The Royal Theater tend to make it quite explicit what exactly they stand for when 
it comes to their values. Red Bull may act as stakeholders in many different projects, but they don’t 
directly issue any statements, making them far more reclusive than any other companies. The Royal 
Theater have explicitly revealed their aspirations on their website, in which both instrumental and 
intrinsic values can be identified in their manifestation. For example, the mission statement found 
on the Royal Theater’s website is described by various characteristics such as inheriting a “relevant 
and attractive appeal to audiences in terms of competition with other offers in the performings arts. 
Creating excellent experiences revolving performings arts. Profound understanding of what the user 
of cultural experiences wants/needs” (DKT-Organisation og Økonomi, n.d.). These mission 
statements denote a strive towards excellence in the performing arts. As an intrinsic value, The 
Royal Theater attempts to uphold the more classic “high” culture experience. In other words, the 
symbolic value of being the National theatre of Denmark inherits a certain intrinsic value that is 
based on tradition, excellence and classicism. Even the Opera building itself can be regarded as 
containing a certain intrinsic value as being the symbolic beacon of high culture and state of the art 
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architecture. With regards to instrumental value, the stage itself provides a means for musicians and 
actors to prove their worth on a prestigious stage. Gracing a stage of such a calibre must provide 
some sort of means that could potentially launch a person’s international career. 
 
The following section will now delve into an analysis anchored with an understanding of the 
experience economy    
 
Experience Economy 
When looking at experience economy and the two organisations in the diachronic perspective it 
would be fair to say that the experience offering is no new epiphany for these two organisations. 
The royal theatre is by function and offering situated in experience economy purely by having 
performances whether they have developed their core offering of theatre, ballet opera etc. to be 
customized and specifically more differentiated than their competitors is though not a question for 
this paper. 
Red Bull on the other hand started as a mass production company with the core offering the energi 
drink, but within a year they had moved into experience economy with the 1988 Red Bull 
Dolomitenmann marathon run in Austria (Red Bull History, n.d.). They have furthermore, moved 
into service economy as well through for instance ‘Red Bull Media House’ and so forth. But all 
these sub offerings they have are still under the main brand and product Red Bull. it can though be 
discussed in present which offering is the core offering if not several of them. The following section 
delves more deeply into the actual event with more scrutiny, firstly with regards to observations  
 
Red Bull Cliff Diving 
The event Red Bull Cliff diving is a staged event by Red Bull and the royal theatre and has through 
the experience economy the purpose of staging first and foremost an experience for the guest and 
preferably a pleasurable one at that. As mentioned in chapter XX Experience Economy the event 
has no admission fee and thus no direct monetary value in the hosting of the event though some 
monetary value can be discussed gained through sales of Red Bull energy drink in the area and 
furthermore, whether a can of red bull energy drink can be used as a memorabilia and thus 
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strengthen the experience (see p. 16). That said, the main value for the event is the time they gain 
from the guest participating in the event. and if Red bull and the Royal theatre through the time of 
participation succeed in creating a memorable experience in the guest, possible value would be the 
increased positive experience with the two organisations, or only one? This can thus further produce 
value in for instance brand and marketing recognition.  
 
Branding 
When taking a look at the Red Bull Cliff Diving Copenhagen 2015 event, and in particular Sports 
Video #1, the companies behind the event must be taking into account. Without Red Bull, the event 
simply would not exist, but it does seem, however, at first glance that the choice of having The 
Royal Theatre as collaborator to this event is a choice based upon the facts of location and the 
aesthetics of the given location.  
The event does not use the Opera House actively by using the stage, but it is rather the setting that 
the Opera House creates. Furthermore, the logistics of setting up the ramp from the rooftop so the 
divers can have the required height for their jumping, is also a factor that should be taking into 
account. However, the two brands, that Red Bull and The Royal Theatre are, come together in this 
event. Each company has a reason for choosing to collaborate - it can be assumed that one reason 
could be to create further potential for increase in sales. This has to do with branding, as “Branding 
is not so much the actual product, as it is more so the process of spreading information of what the 
given product is and what it can be used for.” (see p. 23). The energy-drink that Red Bull sells and 
the performances that the Royal Theatre sets in the Opera is not what is essential, when it comes to 
the branding. It is more so the connotation that both companies can achieve by being associated 
with each other. This can create a value for each company. In Sports Video #1, The Opera House is 
being deliberately mentioned several times as the perfect platform for the event (Sport Video #1 at 
0:05-0:11). This comment mixed with the picture of a clear image of the Opera House, gives a 
special meaning to the brand of the Opera House.   
In terms of intrinsic and instrumental value and branding, the Opera House can be defined as an 
instrumental value. By associating something, in this case The Royal Theatre with Red Bull, The 
Royal Theatre also gains an instrumental value because of the collaboration with a brand they have 
not collaborated with before. This can also bring an economic value, but in this project, the 
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economic value is not what is essential for the intrinsic and instrumental value of the event. 
However, the branding of each company, and because of the event itself, brings forth a connotation. 
This connotation then becomes relevant when the image of the companies, both for expanding the 
company, but also by the consumer. In both videos the consumer is identified both as the divers, but 
also as the audience. In Sports Video #1 a diver is seen drinking Red Bull before it is his turn to 
jump (Sports Video #1 at 0:13). In Sports Video #2, audience members are seen drinking Red Bull 
as well (Sports Video #2 at 0:21-0:23).  
The consumer can use a company’s image to identify oneself, and in this particular case with Red 
Bull Cliff Diving, the lifestyle that comes with cliff diving, is one that people then will associate 
with the product - the energy-drink - itself. As well as, while being at a Red bull event and drinking 
the product from the company, you in the audience becomes a unit - simply because of coming 
together because of the product. 
 
This brings us back to how branding is a means to selling a product, whether it be a energy-drink or 
a ballet performance, to a certain group of people.       
In order to expand the selling of a product, it is essential that perception of the company the 
consumer has, has changed. This change can come about by changing the information regarding the 
company and in it, the image. Branding of companies can be essential in terms of which other 
companies it collaborates with and it is in these collaborations that an exchange of values is 
apparent. It is clear in both videos, that the filming itself captures the settings just as much as it does 
the actual diving.  
 
Content Marketing 
When separating Red Bull and The Royal Theatre in order to understand what they each do in term 
of content marketing, is becomes more clear what the intentions of each company are.  
Looking at Red Bull first, it is clear, that even though their marketing plan is not accessible to the 
public, that their marketing plan includes content marketing and that the company are practicing 
this very well. What Red Bull is selling, is not only the energy-drink, but rather the lifestyle, they 
themselves has associated with the brand, that comes with buying their products. As written in the 
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Theory chapter the content “... of what is being presented is to be something that enriched the 
customer's life and essentially, changes it for the better.” (see p. 23). Red Bull, with their product, 
can change people’s lives for the better and it is this exact perception of the mix of the high and low 
cultures and their product, that makes the content of their marketing essential for a successful brand. 
The content in itself has to be current, and by keeping a constant flow of information giving to the 
consumers “the companies creates an environment around their brand and their product, that the 
customer can, not only identify with, but also adapt to.” (see p. 23). In this environment Red Bull 
creates, they create a specific experience that comes with drinking Red Bull energy-drink. This 
experience then becomes something that the consumers can strive to achieve and become a part of 
and even base their life upon.  
What is important to notice about how content marketing works, especially when it comes to Red 
Bull, is how the consumer are being sold a product without really knowing it. The companies 
market their product in “...a way that to the customer seems without intention.” (see p. 24). When 
buying a can of Red Bull, the consumer not only buys an energy-drink, but they are buying into the 
commercial brand of Red Bull. Red Bull is no longer just a company that makes a energy-drink, it is 
also a media house with publications, events like cliff diving, being sponsors for athletes and so 
forth. 
Sports Video #1 are made as a means for people not attending the event to get an understanding of 
what took place at the event. By having the Red Bull logo visible in most of the video, the video 
becomes a commercial for the drink without the viewer realising it - the viewer did not click on the 
video in order to see a commercial for the product, but rather to see a video of cliff diving.  Sports 
Video #2 is of the more informative kind, where people interested in cliff diving will be provided 
with information on the technical aspects of the competition. Again, the content of the video is not 
the product, but because of the product and a recognisable brand, the video is being watched.   
Granted, what Red Bull sells is their product,, but it is also the lifestyle that comes with the given 
product. That lifestyle is being presented in Sports Video #2, when the divers are being interviewed 
(Sports Video #2 at 1:20-1:31 and 1:46-1:51). Red Bull here reaches a point in their marketing, 
where it does not seems as if they need to sell their product, as long as they are maintaining their 
brand and image. The product becomes a bi-product to the lifestyle Red Bull stands for, but at the 
same time, the product is still what holds the participants in this lifestyle together. This lifestyle is 
what is the value that Red Bull uses as currency when collaborating with other companies. Here, it 
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is important to notice, that the company of Red Bull sells a product that has an intrinsic value, but 
what the consumer gains because of this purchase, is an instrumental value, i.e they become part of 
the lifestyle surrounding the can of Red Bull.     
 
As written above, what Red Bull sells is not only the can of liquid, it is the whole thing surrounding 
said liquid. So, by dramatising an event and a specific lifestyle in Sports Video #1 and #2, the 
intention to actually sell becomes hidden in that lifestyle that the consumer buys into.      
 
It can be argued that all of these components of content marketing and the potential expanding 
clientele, is what drew The Royal Theatre into collaboration with Red Bull. As stated before, using 
the roof of the Opera House in Copenhagen as a setting, is an aesthetically good idea, by virtue of 
the various buildings and surroundings, which create a very specific atmosphere to an event like 
Red Bull Cliff Diving. In relation to a business perspective, it can be argued that due to the current 
challenges high-culture institutions are battling, reaching out to a brand that primarily strives in 
pop-culture, is not a bad idea. This brings forth a new type of events the Opera House can be used 
for, as well as a whole new clientele. This will be further discussed in the discussion chapter.   
 
The following section revisits the concept of culture with a distinct applicability on the event, 
through an analysis and interpretation of the selected videos.    
 
Culture Analysis 
Culture, being an entity containing a group of people with a certain relation,  is working with an 
intention of an exchange of values. As written above, when different people interact, a culture based 
upon the active participants is thus created. If the spontaneous culture is created with people, who 
usually are a part of different cultures, this constructs a culture that is based upon the common and 
shared values of the participants. As it is seen in Sports Video #1, a vast variety of people are 
gathered to see the Red Bull Cliff Diving Event 2015 (Sport Video #1 at 0:02 and 0:15).   
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In order to determine the values of a culture, within the culture, social interaction is needed. In this 
interaction an investigation of values are explored and potentially exchanged between people. 
Culture being an entity that potentially exchanges values between people is relevant when 
discussing areas where different cultures meet.  
 
Being a part of a specific culture tells a lot about a person and it is therefore a part of one’s identity. 
Thereby, creating a unique identity based upon the associated cultures and societies. This also 
makes culture into a means of sharing values and identities.  
 
Picture 1: Competitor just before dive, extracted from Red Bull video 1 at time 0,04 (High Dives from an Opera House Rooftop - Red 
Bull Cliff Diving 2015 (V1), 2015). 
In the case of Red Bull and The Royal Theater, the interaction of people are connected to culture 
related to leisure. More specifically, these types of events contains different types of leisure culture 
elements (Source). Here, one could be sports; Red Bull supports extreme sport and utilise them in 
competitions to create an element of entertainment and recreation for the audience and viewers 
around the world. Red Bull also introduces an element of popular culture by making the sport easily 
accessible via their Facebook account and YouTube channel and by playing pop music in their 
productions. This can be in order to appeal to as many as possible.  
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Closely related to the Red Bulls brand is its connections to extreme sport and the cultures 
surrounding them - the subcultures. Being an enthusiastic sponsor of extreme sports, that actively 
uses athletes and events to promote their business, makes Red Bull relate easily to the subcultures 
of extreme sports. Even though the audience might be broader than the people exercising the sport, 
it still appeals to a narrow audience.  
 
Even though Red Bull supports several extreme sports, they seem to make an effort to make it part 
of a popular culture. To make their content more appealing, they have added pop music to their 
productions. The technical sides of the sport is undermined by the speed of the video, only allowing 
the actual human performance to be on display, without much explanation besides the immediate 
impression. This is especially prevalent in Sports Video #1, where, for instance, it is not shown how 
the divers have trouble with the weather and summarises the entire event in 1min. 32sec., a very 
brief summary of the events that actually took place.  
 
By situating the event in a very specific location, such as The Opera House, Red Bull attempts to 
make the event more appealing and easily accessible. As seen several times in Sports Video #2 and 
official counting from Red Bull being around 35.000, the event had a lot of attendees. While The 
Opera House serves as a central location, the building and the organisation behind it, represents 
high culture. Even though the event does not include high culture elements, the presence of an 
organisation, whose core services are in high culture experiences, contributes to a broader appeal.  
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Picture 2: Red Bull Cliff Diving, 2015, extracted from Red Bull video 1 at the time 0,02 (High Dives from an Opera House Rooftop - 
Red Bull Cliff Diving 2015 (V1), 2015) 
Red Bull seems to build a bridge and create a relation between popular culture and the extreme 
sports culture with the energy drink.  
Culture, being the foundation of social interaction of several levels, serves as the reason that events 
and brands like these exists. Without culture, these events would not exist and then bring any value 
to the audience. Thus not rewarding the creators with any tangible value.  
 
The subsequent section provides a more critical approach to our analysis and applies the theories of 
Adorno & Horkheimer. 
 
Adorno and Horkheimer 
With Adorno and Horkheimer’s critical view on what is culture and art, questions about the 
collaboration between Red Bull and The Royal Theatre arise.  
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When looking at the event from different perspectives, such as Experience Economy, 
branding,  marketing and culture, it becomes clear in which way Adorno and Horkheimer thought 
of how society and in it, art, should be approached. That being said, Adorno and Horkheimer was 
published in 1944 which was a much different society, than what society is today. For example, the 
two videos used as empirical data and a part of Red Bulls marketing strategy, was not possible in 
1944. It goes without saying that the technology of today’s society has had an impact on the 
development of events. Not to say that cliff diving did not exists in 1944, but the event as a whole - 
this including the energy-drink, the divers, the setup, the broadcasting of the event - can be thought 
of as something that makes it special and a one of a kind commercial event.  
 
Adorno and Horkheimer criticises the thought of events only existing as a means to gaining profit 
(Adorno & Horkheimer 1944: 97). Thus questioning why two vastly different companies, as Red 
Bull and The Royal Theatre essentially is, collaborates, when what they each specialise in differs 
greatly. 
The critical thought on society by Adorno and Horkheimer, especially the one about what “real art” 
is and how the different spheres are overlapping (Adorno & Horkheimer 1944: 102) can be used 
when discussing whether or not a high culture institutions, like The Royal Theatre, collaborates 
with an organisation which is considered part of low culture. 
This will be a center of discussion in the following discussion chapter 
 
The analysis has combined a wide range of perspectives regarding the collaboration of these 
different actors as being perceived as somewhat dichotomous. The implementations and thereby 
investigation of value have fostered a range of observations which ultimately point toward a 
somewhat ambiguous reality. Furthermore, identifying the two different organizers in the opposing 
public/private understanding is something that proves more useful in a discussion, where the results 
of analysis are indicative of aspects identifiable as clearly private-orientated motives, as well as 
public.  The methodological considerations are further extended within our discussion. In 
hermeneutics, attention to the task of inquiry by finding a common language, and by doing so 
making a multitude of texts to speak to one another, thereby finding the grounds for a fruitful and 
encompassing conclusion to follow. 
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Discussion 
When writing a project about values, it has proven an intricate venture to define what kind of values 
manifest themselves surrounding the event and what context these values are operating in. 
Therefore, the selection of culture theory, an understanding of the experience economy, 
brand/marketing and their subsequent applications have fostered indications of value and ultimately 
helped to enlighten a more concrete understanding of them within the event. The following section 
allows for a discussion of values to permeate a selection of different perspectives, thereby creating a 
red thread throughout the discussion. The discussion will also attempt to provide a more 
overarching discussion which draws on a consideration for both public-private partnerships and 
revisits the theories used by Adorno & Horkheimer.  
As it has been identified in the analysis, both The Royal Theatre and Red Bull has both intrinsic and 
instrumental value, depending on what vantage point one chooses to take.  This is important when 
talking about the experience of Red Bull Cliff Diving 2015 itself.  
 
The Royal Theatre and Red Bull can make use of each other’s essential values. In terms of what 
The Royal Theatre is gaining by collaboration with Red Bull, it can be assumed, that because of the 
challenges the art-institutions like The Royal Theatre is facing in a straining economy, that art-
institutions must seek new ways to expand their clientele. By this, The Royal Theatre can use, for 
their own future benefit, the clientele that comes from collaborating with a company like Red Bull. 
This means that they each gain an instrumental value, as the sharing of clientele in this event, can 
mean a shift in future clientele. 
 
An aspect of discussion, especially the one involving experience economy, is that of the 
expectations of an event. Red Bull Cliff Diving 2015 was free for all who wanted to watch. If 
charging a fee for an experience and/or event, it can be argued that the expectations is of a greater 
significance, than if an event is free of charge. Thus, the discussion would be if it was a choice to 
have no admission fee is connected with minimizing guest expectation and thus, guest sacrifice in 
order to reduce possible negative memories concerned with quality of experience versus the 
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resources money and time. It is an open and free event thus people can come and go as they please 
the only thing the sacrifice with this behavior is their spot among the crowd. Furthermore, unknown 
factor in choice of admission fee is the possibility of closing the area of.  
 
In extension of this, comes the money-making aspect. When two collaborating organisation comes 
together in an event which is free of charge, who is then earning money and how? It is simple 
marketing knowledge that simply having a visible logo present at an event, will come back in cash. 
At Red Bull Cliff Diving 2015, Red Bull logo is visible everywhere - from the ramp, to the boat, to 
the bars selling beverages, to the divers speedos. On the contrary is the logo of The Royal Theatre 
not seen, the Opera House, however, is the biggest, in sheer size, attribute of the event. All footage 
from the event centers around the Opera House as it is one of the sole reason the divers has 
something to actually jump from. The Opera House is therefore given an enormous instrumental 
value because of this. This obvious feature of The Opera House in the footage from the event, can 
been seen as an un-intentional commercial for said Opera House.  
 
This way of selling something without obvious intention originates from Content Marketing. 
Nowhere is The Opera House feature used to sell tickets for upcoming ballet performances, but by 
having The Opera as such an important feature, it becomes what is being sold and by making The 
Opera House an essential part of the event, the commercial aspect of showcasing it, becomes un-
intentional to the viewer.  
 
The Royal Theatre can use the image that Red Bull has on themselves and thereby attempting to put 
a high-cultural institution in, what is considered, a low-cultural setting. The Royal Theatre, then by 
association then becomes a company that creates an image of something else than performances of 
ballet and opera - they gain an instrumental value. It can therefore be heavily argued that one of the 
sole reasons for The Royal Theatre collaborating with Red Bull is in attempt to change their brand 
and image. At first, it does not seem as it the two companies has any values in common - but that 
might be exactly the point. In order to change an image a company can be “forced” to expand 
beyond what it usually does in terms of business.   
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With a change in image comes the change in demographics that often is necessary in order to 
maintain profit. By bringing together two companies with very different demographic, the company 
in need of a change, here The Royal Theatre, can take advantage of the clientele that the 
collaborating company, here Red Bull, has. In the Red Bull brand is the assumption that the 
demographic is young and active, whereas it can be assumed that a royal theatre has an older 
demographic. By collaborating, the companies can “exchange” clientele and in the end, share them. 
This again brings the discourse back to the idea of which value is to be gained in a collaboration 
like the one between Red Bull and The Royal Theatre. The instrumental value of demographics 
being shared between two, is, as one definition of instrumental values goes, an means to end. The 
“end” being what each company can gain from sharing clientele.  
A specific group of consumers becomes the recipient of a very planned marketing strategy and in 
this strategy, what is being sold is no longer the product itself, an intrinsic value, but rather what 
this specific group of people are being told they need, in order to stay in this group, a instrumental 
value. Red Bull have created an environment around their product where the active lifestyle 
surrounding extreme sport is essential.  
 
The company sells the idea behind the product and how this product can enrich the consumer’s life 
for the better, instead of the actual product. This is done by constantly creating and delivering a 
valuable, an instrumental valuable, content that can be connected with Red Bull. In this valuable 
content is the story that the company is trying to sell. Red Bull tells of a fast paced life with 
adventurous adrenalin rushes to the everyday person. But these rushes of adrenaline can only be 
achieved when having enough energy to climb a mountain, skydive, race, swim, ski, snowboard, 
and Red Bull gives you exactly that - energy. The fellowship you as a consumer take part in is not a 
close knit group, it is not exclusive to the few. It can be everyone of us, we just have to have the 
energy to do it. The bond that brings this group of people together is the thought of living life to the 
fullest - and that is what Red Bull can give you; a chance of living life to the fullest. This is the 
narrative that Red Bull are selling instead of selling an actual product.     
 
The Red Bull brand is seen in various settings, promoting the Red Bull Lifestyle is all about and the 
end goal is to “[…] create a certain something that a specific group of people are being drawn to” 
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(see p. 25). They do so by using social media to distribute their content, this being all things video, 
pictures etc., the audience expands and a bigger potential clientele can be achieved.  
 
Social media is in the context of Red Bull Cliff Diving 2015 an essential part of distributing the 
content made from the event. Social media, such as Facebook, YouTube and the like, all connects 
people. They are also a means to share content. These days almost everyone have a potential voice 
on the internet through the different social media platforms. This means that there is a great deal of 
content available and it is therefore important that content coming from professional media 
platforms is able to stand out from all others. This is all part of Red Bulls’ content marketing plan. 
The active social media presence is what sparks other medias and people to share their content, thus 
making it spread faster than Red Bull could do themselves. 
 
Adorno and Horkheimer argues that with the commercialisation of arts and culture, that a lot of the 
value is lost. The content marketing strategy relies on planning great events to ensure optimal gain, 
which is against what Adorno and Horkheimer believes to be what thrives “real art”, which in this 
case can be exchanged with a genuine experience. 
 
When discussing what culture is and how culture can be applied to events, it seem obvious, when 
regarding two different organisations each with their own standpoint in the culture definition, that 
focus must be put on the thought of high and low culture. High culture, as explained in culture 
chapter, tells of the representation of quality and sensibility. With this comes the assumption, that 
when something is deemed high-cultured, is it because of critical thinking. On the contrary, low 
culture tells of the thought of not being critical enough. With this comes the thought of pop culture - 
just because something is popular does not mean is it bad content. More so, with more people 
accessing the content, a bigger clientele is being exposed to the content, in here, it can be argued 
that the feedback, for example as in the number of can of Red Bull or tickets to the Opera sold, are 
creating grounds for the two organisations moving inside the high and low culture spectrum.  
When comparing this to the thoughts of Adorno and Horkheimer and what they classifies as real art, 
it becomes clear, that what is considered being part of pop culture cannot also be part of high 
culture. For Adorno and Horkheimer what defines something high culture also has to do with 
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exclusivity. Also, by commercialising everything and thereby making the art of entertainment into a 
means to gaining profit, it takes away from the art itself. Because of this, Adorno and Horkheimer 
claims that the consumer becomes the victim in over-produced pop culture. The consumer is just a 
mere brick in the cultural industry and in terms of high and low culture, this link becomes apparent 
when taking at look at mainstreaming. By constantly having events and happenings available, and 
when these are happen across cultural spheres, then the line between what is considered high and 
low culture becomes blurred. In this, if following the thoughts of Adorno and Horkheimer, it can be 
argued that something that is there to define what things are, is no longer possible.       
 
This brings the discussion back to the topic of Public Private Partnerships. While it can seem as if 
The Opera House was chosen as the setting simply because of logistics and aesthetic atmosphere for 
the event, the reason behind the collaboration can stem from much more. This including branding 
and, what can be assumed, a wish for a change in image. The overarching perspective with regards 
to Public Private Partnerships is that Red Bull and The Royal Theater are just one of many public-
private cooperations that perhaps seem quite normal on the surface, yet their existence brings forth 
an entirely different discussion of how the amalgamation of two separate sphere organizations have 
idealistically different motives with regards to their subjects. As the private actor assumes the role 
of the provider of experiences towards what can be dubbed “consumers”, all the while the public 
actor is more based on providing the service for what can be dubbed “citizens”. Whilst usually a 
subject anchored within public administration theory and governance, the implications found in this 
case study are essentially the same. Could it be discussed that the joint-venture presents a clash of 
interests that are indeed affecting the everyday experience of our citizens as consumers of a city that 
is riddled with public-private collaborations in everything from governance to the very events we 
set aside leisure time to attend. These considerations do not form the basis of our analysis, but 
rather encourage that the dynamics of private-public ventures could and should remain under 
academic and social scrutiny. 
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Conclusion 
When two different organisations such as Red Bull and The Royal Theatre comes together in the 
event of Red Bull Cliff Diving 2015, it is clear, that what is being exchanged between these is not 
value that they can share. Each organisations has their own clientele and ways of doing business, 
but the essential part of the project, is that of the kind of value being identified in the collaboration.  
 
Both Red Bull and The Royal Theatre has an intrinsic value, as they are companies with an 
economic value, but the important aspect of this project is that they each attain an instrumental 
value because of the collaboration. This venture has proven to be an exchange of services between a 
public and a private organisation that ultimately spawned a distinct instrumental value for each 
counterpart in the collaboration. These conclusive observations were based on a chosen selection of 
theoretical vantage points that have proven useful towards identifying values in an interpretive 
framework. In this, the discussion and thereby argumentation is first of all encouraged as our results 
are indicative of how value research is in fact a subjective interpretation based on a legitimate 
research method which in fact embraces the subjective nature of its results. This project does not 
provide conclusive evidence of the value manifestation within the two organisations, but it paints a 
vivid picture of value dynamics and a critical handling of its socio-cultural significances. This 
project is meant to continue to spark debate and further research in an area of performance design 
and communication that clearly could benefit from further academic exploration as to the 
importance of value within event co-creation and studies.   
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